training of HnMM
Hidden non-Markovian Reward Models
application of HnMM in gesture
recognition: WII Mote, MultiTouchTable

current areas of research

TReset, Eall
e.g. GHSMM

application of HnMM in early detectiojn of
chronical diseases: dementia, diabetes, ...

adapted HMM algorithms

Proxels with regenerative
merging points

application in analysis of production systems

2/2 matrix with classes
system -> user model ->
computational model -> solution method

TReset, Esome Tkeep, Eall CHnMM

classification

CHnMM algorithms

Proxels
TKeep, Esome - HnMM

what is the relevant information?
resulting proxel tree

machine example
follow all system development paths

what is the relevant information?
resulting proxel tree

solar wafer tester

in discrete time steps

repeat Proxel algorithm

what is the relevant system information
resulting proxel tree

examples

patient

Proxels & Hidden
non-Markovian Models

joining proxels with same state and age
defintion of proxel (state, age, probability)

solution: variable time steps ==>
CHnMM algorithms for Eall
regeneration points where
history is deleted for Treset

long time periods without symbols
result in many possible paths (Esome)

solution: define relevant system
behaviour and only save this
solution: stack / depth first search

results in proxel tree

generate Proxel tree only of valid
generating paths

Problems
general idea

remembering route eliminates
possibility of merging

eliminate paths where observed symbol
sequence was impossible
remember generationg path (state, age,
probability, route) (for Decoding)
more flexible and powerful than original
HMM algorithms

have to be checked
separately when they occur
depending on the state
emissions independent of state changes

advantages

stay in state
transition that may not emit symbols

no symbol has been emitted

transition that can emit the given symbol
scale the overall path probability with the
symbol emission probability
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symbol has been emitted

what is a valid path?

all possible paths are computed (with
minimum probability)
ranking of all possible generating paths
possible, not just the most likely path

